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Fuel consumption for the All-New XC90 D5 Powerpulse AWD Momentum Geartronic in MPG (l/100 km): Urban 45.6 (6.2), Extra Urban 52.3 (5.4),
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Home and away
There are few of us fortunate enough to be able to
avoid a daily commute, so it is almost a prerequisite
that travel is involved between home and work. On
average in the UK, men spend 64 minutes a day
commuting and women spend 51 minutes. There is gender disparity across
all OECD countries, where the average is just over an hour.
The amount of time spent commuting is not a choice for all. Many of us
chose our residential location on the basis of affordability, which tends to
be further away from our place of work – house prices and rent in these
areas are generally higher on average than further afield. We can exercise
choice however, in a trade-off between time and money, allocating
commuting time (and cost) to reduce rent or mortgage costs.
Basic models of labour supply find that the wage rate drives the balance between leisure time
and work (Becker 1965), but this does not take commuting into account. The compensation for
commuting is the saving in rent or mortgage costs gained through accepting the inconvenience
of daily travel time (Alonso 1964, Muth 1969, Mills 1972). In a rational world, we would expect to
see land costs (and therefore housing costs) fall in proportion to the distance from any single
workplace. In the real world, work is dispersed in multiple locations. However, the model does
appear to be applicable for very large conurbations like London, where the volumes of work are
so great that they iron out the imperfections in the market. House prices tend to be much higher
in inner London than outer London, but there are various ‘hot spots’ outside the capital where
good schools and pleasant lifestyle attract sufficient numbers to push prices up.
Research shows that we do not always make rational decisions when it comes to buying a
house. Economic aid is at hand, however. Multi-criteria decision-making looks at those making
decisions with multiple options in an uncertain environment. Brugha (2000, 2004) used this to
assist individuals in purchasing a house, which categorised their decisions into somatic
(affordability), psychic (house likeability) and pneumatic (neighbourhood, amenities, safety).
He asked purchasers to assess their choices and make a decision, then processed all the
choices again using the model. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the decision-makers found their initial
choice was contradicted by the model. Interestingly, half of the purchasers altered their decision
to follow the model, having recognised their original choice was overly emotional. How many of
us might alter our housing and commuting as a result of applying Brugha’s model?
We hope that you enjoy this magazine, wherever you live. Please drop us an email if you have
any thoughts about the faculty (Stephen.ibbotson@icaew.com or Robert.russell@icaew.com).
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News

PRINTING
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GETTY

LESS SHOP, MORE APPLE
Perhaps fearful of a loss of edge indicated by its first revenue drop for 13 years,
Apple is piloting a new store design at its San Francisco outlet. Among the new
features is a “boardroom” for entrepreneurs and small business owners. “We want
them to feel like they have left the retail environment and entered Apple [HQ],”
says BJ Siegel, Apple’s senior director of design for real estate and development.
Apple already has the highest retail sales per square foot in the industry.

FRISCO SUGAR CRASH
San Francisco City won its court case against the American
Beverage Association to require warnings to appear on
billboard, bus and poster adverts for sugary carbonated drinks
within the city from July 2016. The warning will cover 20% of
the surface of each ad and state that sugar contributes to
obesity, diabetes and tooth decay. Supervisor Scott
Wiener, a sponsor of the law, said: “These health warnings
will provide the clear information people need to make
informed decisions about what they are choosing to drink.”

THE JAPANESE JOB

1.4BN

¥

STOLEN IN
3 HOURS

The recent cash theft of 1.4bn yen (£8.6m), withdrawn from
Japanese ATMs using counterfeit South African Standard Bank
credit cards is unusual in its audacity – 14,000 transactions were
made over a three-hour period. South Africa’s Standard Bank
suffered a 300m rand (£19m) loss. Japan is one of the few
countries which does not insist on chip and pin. “The use of
loopholes in bank procedures makes sense, but trying to rustle up
a mule network [of this size] without making too much noise can’t
be easy,” said Dan Kelly, a cyber security researcher at Dragon
Threat Labs. Experts said both banks should shoulder some blame
for failing to monitor and stop the flood of transactions.
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The Dubai Future Foundation, a
United Arab Emirates (UAE)
government body, has opened
what it said was the world’s first
functioning 3D-printed office
building. The one-storey, 2,700
sq ft building was produced in a
colossal 3D printer (measuring
20ft x 120ft x 40ft). UAE minister
of cabinet affairs Mohamed Al
Gergawi said they hope that the
technique could cut building time
by 50-70% and labour costs by
50-80%. UAE is hoping to have
one in four new buildings printed
by 2030.

OPINIONS
WANTED
The International Integrated
Reporting Council is seeking
opinions on the development of
integrated reporting. They are
keen to obtain your views on
integrated reporting to develop a
stronger global movement.
Companies with involved
reporting requirements may be
interested to provide their views
at tinyurl.com/IIRC-Feedback
All responses will be treated as
confidential. Some comments
made by respondents may be
used on an anonymous basis, but
no individual will be identified in
relation to any comments made
without prior agreement.
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A Diﬀerent School of Thought.

In today’s competitive market, it is rare to ﬁnd a private equity ﬁrm who appreciates a growing company’s
unique qualities and actively supports its vision for building a strong business.
Baird Capital partners closely with management teams to grow promising companies into standout businesses.
We invest in smaller, high-potential companies across the Healthcare, Industrial Solutions, and Technology & Services
markets. Our global platform of deep sector knowledge, investment experience and operational expertise has
enabled us to invest in nearly 300 portfolio companies.

Discover a unique approach to private equity. Visit bairdeurope.com

Baird Capital Partners Europe Limited are authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority. (Registered number 150154)
©2016 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated. Member SIPC. MC-46904.
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Events

In partnership with

WEBINARS
icaew.com/fmfwebinars

SAVE THE DATE
WEBINAR:
ONLINE LEARNING:
MAXIMISING PROFITS
THROUGH PRICE
MANAGEMENT

EXCEL TIPS AND TRICKS
WITH JOHN TENNENT
3 October 10:00
John Tennent, the Excel guru, will run
through some higher-level time-saving tips
for all spreadsheet users. John has written
several books on financial modelling and is a
renowned Excel expert. This webinar will be
of assistance to anyone working with
spreadsheets and will assist you to reduce
your spreadsheet time and control errors.
The webinar does assume a good working
knowledge of Excel. John will be answering
questions at the end of the webinar.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfoctwebinar

FREE

FREE

28 June 9:30 – 11:00
(session one);
29 June 9:30 – 11:00
(session two)
From £84+VAT for both
sessions for FMF members

BUSINESS TAX UPDATE
19 October 10:00
In recent times, the UK government has
introduced myriad new rules governing taxes.
Hardly surprising then that many of us are
struggling to keep up with all the changes.
The ICAEW Tax Faculty’s Anita Monteith will
present this one-hour webinar, slicing through
the jargon to present those changes that
will most affect business owners and explain
their impact. In particular, Anita will focus
on: pension tax reliefs, dividend tax, VAT
and place of supply, Entrepreneurs’ Relief
and tax planning.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfoct2webinar

EVENTS
THE FINANCE PROFESSIONAL
AS STRATEGIST
7 July
How can CFOs and FDs best contribute to
strategy? Whatever the size of an organisation
it is important to have a clear idea of where it
is going and how it’s going to get there.
Strategy development processes can become
cumbersome and end up guided by power
and politics as much as rational analysis. This
event, led by ICAEW’s Rick Payne, will provide
practical advice on how CFOs can use their
skills and unique position in an organisation
to help to formulate and implement strategy.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfjulevent
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FREE

FREE

icaew.com/fmfevents

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
12 October
A shortage of skills including good verbal
communication, empathy and good listening
is costing accountants £572m in annual
income, according to recruitment agency
Marks Sattin. We asked them to come in and
explain their research and offer our members
practical steps to improve the situation.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfoctevent

Pricing is the most important
driver of short-term business
profitability. Very few
businesses, however,
consider their ability to
convert their competitive
advantage into customerspecific, quantified values.
In this special three-hour
webinar (split over two
days), presented by
Dr Andreas Hinterhuber,
international expert on
pricing, we will explore the
strategic role of pricing in
B2B and B2C and deal with:
best practices in pricing and
value quantification;
how innovation in pricing
can become a source of
competitive advantage; and
practical steps to assist you
to move to value pricing.
To book a place, please visit
icaew.com/fmfpricing

Unless otherwise stated, all events (and
webinars) are free to existing faculty
members, and take place at Chartered
Accountants’ Hall
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For business adviser use only. Not for use with customers.

Making
auto-enrolment
easier for you
and your clients
As a business adviser, your clients rely on you to make life run
smoother. With deadlines approaching fast, we can help you
get them started on their auto-enrolment journey in less than
10 minutes with our adviser quote and apply.
We’re one of the UK’s leading providers, offering clients like yours
workplace pensions since 1886. We accept businesses of all sizes
and offer payroll integration with most major providers. Plus, our
website is packed with free tools to help you and your clients.
Get the support you need, every step of the way.
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CASE STUDY

Finance consolidated
Amalgamation of end-of-month reports can cause
problems for FDs. Is there a solution in the cloud?

ost FDs still make use of spreadsheets
to manipulate data and to allow greater
flexibility of reporting, especially for
businesses with multiple divisions or subsidiaries
with differing systems and processes. But the
necessity for regular reports to meet internal
reporting requirements and to be user-friendly is
often challenging. Company software may not be
able to produce them, or users could struggle to
understand un-manipulated output.
FDs, managers and controllers may find that they
prefer to make use of spreadsheets to assist with the
production of reports in a format that their users
require and to enable better analysis of data than
their financial software is able to produce. This is
particularly pertinent in businesses with multiple
divisions where spreadsheet management can need
additional attention.

GREGORY BALDWIN/IKON

M
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SYNAPSE
EVENT
Tineke Booth FCA
of Synapse will
co-host the 8am
breakfast session
at the 2016 FC
conference. See
tinyurl.com/
FM-Synapse

This is what happened at Norman Hay plc, a
Coventry-based global manufacturing group
company operating across three main sectors –
surface coatings for extreme environments,
impregnation chemicals and process plant. Norman
Hay comprises some 35 reporting entities, many
reporting in their own currencies and each with its
own chart of accounts. Each of these submitted
their month-end reports from their own software,
which then had to be combined for group reporting.
An additional problem faced by the finance team
was that the spreadsheet contained embedded
macros and its operation was fully understood only
by a few members of the current financial team (it
had been created some years before by a previous
member of staff ). Some data could be imported, but
many reports had to be printed and rekeyed in to
ensure correct consolidation.
Chris Sampson, group financial controller at
Norman Hay, contacted software developers
Synapse after reading about it assisting a bank in
consolidating thousands of spreadsheets. Their
conversations led to the creation of Cloud CFO,
used for month-end reporting. Norman Hay acted
as guinea pigs for the software testing. “Our main
financial reporting system was proving incapable of
coping without expensive reprogramming,” recalls
Chris. “I was looking for a flexible solution and to
streamline our processes in a way that would not
have a negative impact on our entity finance teams.”
As a result of implementing Cloud CFO, Chris
says Norman Hay was able to reduce its month-end
workload by at least two days. Chris added: “We’ve
maintained the short month-end reporting even
after adding a new division which would have
meant amending hundreds of formulae. Rather
than spending time on producing the sheet we
can concentrate on interpretation of data which
has enabled us to focus on current performance
and identify trends.”
Synapse, which was founded in 2012 by a British
team of Silicon Valley veterans, now provides access
to Cloud CFO more widely. This helps to automate
a large proportion of financial close work for group
companies, including the production of
consolidated management accounts, budgets,
forecasts and cash flows.
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THE END OF
APPRAISALS?

With widespread concern about the
effectiveness of formal appraisals,
we ask does the problem lie with
performance management processes
or the way they are executed?

10

hile the appraisals process is technically a
function of HR (should your business even
have such a department), it cannot help
but be influenced by – and have an impact on – the
finance function. A worldwide workplace survey by
Sibson Consulting found that 66% of those polled
believed an appraisal’s key objective was to decide
levels of compensation. In addition, research from
corporate insight company CEB found that the
average manager spends more than 200 hours a
year on activities related to performance reviews,
yet 90% of HR leaders feel the process does not
yield accurate information. It’s little wonder some
of the world’s most prominent companies have been
taking a cold hard look at their appraisals process
to evaluate if they represent good value for time and
money spent, as well as align with business goals.
In September last year Accenture announced it
would axe its annual performance review from
2016. CEO Pierre Nanterme told the Washington
Post: “We’re going to get rid of probably 90% of
what we did in the past.” In its place a more fluid
system was promised for the 330,000-strong
workforce, where employees get regular feedback
in relation to their projects.
Microsoft ditched annual reviews and a stack
ranking approach in 2014, replacing them with a
system designed to foster collaborative spirit among

W
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TOP TIPS

DOING THINGS THE DELOITTE WAY
Recognising that 21st century
performance management (PM)
required a more sophisticated set
of metrics to measure employees,
Deloitte University Press (DUP)
outlined a plan for businesses keen to
improve their performance
management processes:

Get senior leaders involved –
and keep them involved:
senior executives ought to have
conversations about the strategy
and philosophy of performance –
what does the business hope
to achieve?

Use PM to develop skills: move to
flexible performance conversations
for staff at all levels, including
practical steps for skills progression.

Teach managers to give better
feedback: aim to make managers’
conversations with team members
more productive but less formal.

Simplify the process: decouple
coaching and evaluation from pay

GETTY

co-workers. Another company to do away with
forced rankings, 360 feedback and the annual
round of reviews is Deloitte, which brought in a
simpler process branded as “one size fits one”
seeking active, rather than passive, answers to
four simple questions:
Would the reviewer award the person in
question the highest increase and bonus (rated
on a five-point scale)?
Would they always want that person on the team?
Are they at risk of low performance?
Are they ready for promotion?
So if the traditional appraisal process is falling by
the wayside in big companies (and there is evidence
to suggest some management consultants advocate
getting rid of appraisals systems altogether), is that
also true – or necessary – for SMEs?
Actus Software, a Hertfordshire-based company
supplying systems and support to SMEs, finds
many of them are still using time-consuming
paper-based appraisal systems – if they have systems
at all. But it is worth spending time developing this
activity: Actus Software says research points to
small businesses with effective performance
management (PM) systems being 20% more
profitable than those without.
Founder Lucinda Carney says it is hard to

FINANCE & MANAGEMENT JUNE 2016

negotiations, and reduce the
number of forms to be filled in.

De-link performance scores and
compensation: think about
broadening compensation
structures, perhaps offering growth
opportunities to employees who
have outperformed their peers.

Coach everyone: don’t ignore the
needs of staff in the “broad middle”;
help them to improve too.
The tips were published in a web post
hinting at the changes to come within
Deloitte’s own PM processes a year
later. DUP wrote that traditional PM
was “widely considered to be broken”.
It criticised continued use of the
forced curve evaluation process
“popular under the influence of the
General Electric model during Jack
Welch’s tenure” for its having been
conceived at the turn of the 20th
century when employees were
“viewed strictly as workers whose
performance could be accurately
measured by output”.

understand how the appraisals process has
become so maligned in light of research showing
that setting clear objectives and reviewing regularly
drives high performance and engagement. Carney
adds: “This leads me to conclude that the problem is
not so much with the appraisal itself, but the
execution of it.”
Carney believes SMEs can focus on three areas
to apply practical improvement – frequency,
perceived value and ownership.
On frequency, Carney’s view chimes somewhat
with the changes that have taken place at Deloitte,
in that staff are now engaged in ‘near-term
coaching’, having weekly check-ins with their team
leader. Carney says regular chats ought to deal with
more than “tactical day-to-day stuff”, but also take
the focus away from the annual ‘special occasion’
appraisal.
Value is another important angle to consider
– Carney says that engaging in ‘tick-box’ exercises
yields little value for workers and business alike;
lack of a quality conversation around the appraisals
process too gives the impression that managers are
too busy to take development seriously. In addition,
the long-term negative effect of neglecting PM as a
company grows will become self-evident – if a
system isn’t working well for a small company of 10
employees, what happens when it reaches 200?

66%

of workers think an
appraisal’s key objective is
to decide compensation

200hrs
on average spent by
managers on performance
review-related activity

90%

of HR leaders feel
performance reviews don’t
yield accurate information
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With careful planning
around the needs and
culture of the business
in question, it seems certain
that the appraisals process
itself isn’t dead yet

WHAT DOES GOOD PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT LOOK LIKE?
Actus Software believes that the quality and
relevance of appraisals improves when managers
and individuals take ownership of the process.
Fostering such engagement takes effort on a
one-to-one basis, where people feel valued,
developed and can get feedback. And as Generation
Y comes into the workplace with a different
“expectation from the psychological contract”,
they need different stimulus to avoid becoming
disengaged. Actus says a great many younger
employees want interactive solutions as part of
their engagement repertoire. A wide range of
ePlatforms, such as E-ppraise, Impraise and Actus’s
year-round PM evaluation software, have enabled
employees to track their own progress and career
goals, as well as helping each client to tailor a
suitable frequency and level of assessment.
Liverpool-based E-ppraise, developed with SMEs
in mind, measures employees in seven areas
(expertise, vision, clients, teams, talent, judgement
and essentials), each tailored specifically around an
individual’s responsibilities. The business can use
the system to record personal objectives, KPIs and
training needs.
Netherlands business Impraise, which doesn’t
shy away from the 360-degree evaluation model in
which peers share feedback anonymously, uses
mobile interfaces to bring real-time information
and PM reviews to individuals. It claims to be able
to set up reviews in minutes while actioning them
within two weeks. Actus Software, which is hosted
in the cloud, offers solutions for businesses and
organisations of any size; it has been developed
using Actus’s organisation development expertise
to provide two-way tools such as milestone and
action tracking, as well as record-keeping options
for competencies, talent management and training
and so on.
The sheer number of evaluation systems now
available could make it a less than cost-effective
process to even begin searching for a new way to
look after staff development. But with careful
planning around the needs and culture of the
business in question, it seems certain that the
appraisals process itself isn’t dead yet – it simply
looks different in the 21st century.
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Dr Nuno Da Camara, lecturer in
HR and organisational behaviour
at Southampton Business School,
University of Southampton,
compiled a research review for
Advance Change on the thinking
behind performance management.
His assessment of key research in
the field highlighted eight areas
of importance:

feedback to employees
throughout the year on an
informal basis”.

Strategic alignment – clear links
between the organisation and the
individual in the performance
management process should
focus on competencies and
behaviours that “contribute to
the growth of human capital”.

Goal-setting – specific,
measurable, attainable, relevant,
time-framed and challenging
goals for individuals should be
linked to operational goals.

Communication and
transparency – performance
management systems should be
clearly stated and understood by
all who use them. Elements of
decentralisation and flexibility can
help with adoption throughout
the business. Line managers
should develop excellent listening
skills and a non-aggressive,
approachable style.

Coaching and development –
planning suitable training
opportunities for everyone
helps the evaluation process
by encouraging employees to
greater attainment and
sustainable performance.

Feedback and recognition –
Dr Da Camara found that
researchers in the field “cannot
emphasise enough the importance
of managers going beyond the
formal (annual/twice yearly)
appraisals and giving ongoing

Rewarding performance –
continued emphasis is put on the
link between performance and
reward, including following
through with consequences for
poor performance as well as
rewards for exemplary work.

Training – appraisers need to
be kept informed of the
methodology around the
business’s appraisal system.
They will be involved in handling
feedback, employee motivation,
etc.
Climate of trust – researchers say
the full potential of performance
management assessment can be
attained if managers build trust
with their direct reports; those
employees who do not have this
relationship will shrug off the
feedback of managers. Managers
will need to “employ a range of
technical and interpersonal skills
to carry out different PM processes
effectively”.
The full research review can
be downloaded at tinyurl.com/
FM-Perform
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BRAND VALUATION

VALUE IN
FAMILIARITY?
Few disciplines polarise opinion
more sharply than brand valuation.
Practitioners and small businesses
need to be confident in their ability
to stand over the outcome of their
calculations, says Paul Golden

Long-established brands
such as McDonald’s and
Heinz (top right) are now
being eclipsed by the likes
of Amazon (right and
below) in terms of size.
Small brands, such as British
folding bicycle manufacturer
Brompton (above) have
strong in-house R&D and
are increasing their value
(2015 turnover £27.4m)
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t’s little wonder that brand
valuation isn’t a simple process.
For a strong consumer-branded
business, its brand could be worth more
than 50% of the overall value, says James
Morrish, a director in UK valuation and
strategy at PwC and a member of the
ICAEW valuations special interest group.
In the past, the Heinz brand was
estimated at 85% of company value, and
Microsoft 98%. And yet there is still no
universally accepted method for
determining brand value. Confusingly too,
international accounting standards decree
that only acquired brands make it onto
the consolidated balance sheet of the
acquiring business. So what’s the best
way for a business to value its brand,
and make the most of it financially?
Morrish says most FDs would rather
engage a specialist to undertake a brand
valuation and challenge the assumptions
as appropriate than undertake the exercise
themselves. “Finance teams typically have
expertise in management accounting and
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commercial analysis, but brand valuation
is a specialist skill,” says Morrish. “Unless
you have a dedicated corporate finance
team, the vast majority of SMEs would
not have the necessary skills or time
in-house.”
FDs and CFOs who do have the skill focus
on calculating the total intangible value
and allocating it between the various
assets, says Mike Rocha, global director,
brand and business valuation at agency
Interbrand London. “The FD will typically
provide financial forecasts to assist in the
creation of these recommendations.”
Even so, it’s not easy: a white paper
published by Markables last year
indicated that overestimation of brand
value appears to increase with the
complexity of asset structure. The paper
described retail businesses as relatively
easy to understand, while suggesting that
accuracy diminishes the more complex
and the less brand-focused the sector is,
referencing telecoms or banking where
intangible assets include licences,
concessions, complex software, contracts
and customer relations.
Brand Finance chief executive David
Haigh defines the three main valuation
methods: “The first is to look at cost –
either what it costs or what it might cost
to recreate the same asset. Second, there
is a market approach, where the asset is
sold separately and you can look at
similar transactions and put a value to
the asset that way. Unfortunately, they
are one-offs, so there are very few
transactions to be able to do that. The
third approach is the income approach
– you put the income on the brand and
that is how you value it.”

COST-BASED VALUATION
The decision on whether to use an
income-based, market-based or costbased methodology is best taken by a
specialist, says Morrish: “Cost-based
methodologies are rarely used, typically
only for new brands. The most commonly
adopted approach is the relief from
royalty method, which assumes that if you
own the brand you are relieved from
paying royalty or licence fees – it is simple
to understand and therefore gets better
traction when explained.”

INCOME-BASED VALUATION
Income-based approaches are more
complex and require the valuer to adopt
more assumptions. They are therefore
less easily understood and subsequently
harder to communicate more widely to
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non-finance teams, he adds.
Stephen Pugh, FD at Suffolk-based
brewers Adnams (whose brands include
Ghost Ship ale and several hotels),
agrees that cost-based evaluations are
problematic. “Just because you have spent
money on a brand does not mean that you
have added the equivalent value – it could
be much more, or much less. The more
normal assessment would be to look at
tangible assets and the return that you
would expect to receive on these.”
Excess returns may be attributed to
intangibles of which brands may be key,
he continues: “It is hard to make a clean

“Reliance on asset
valuations of a brand
can only mean too
much emphasis on
shareholder value...
especially when
there are charismatic
founders involved”

assessment of this and to know how to
value (discount) any resultant excess
return, but it may be the best option
available. If brands are licensed to others
there is an easier assessment to be made
in terms of the licence fee value.”
When asked about the accounting and
reporting rules associated with brand
valuations, Len Jones, group finance
director of Practical Car and Van Rental,
observes that this depends on the
valuation method used. He is sceptical
about the merits of any valuation method
at small business level, “especially when
we have covenants for balance sheet values
that support substantial borrowings. My
one thought is: who are you trying to kid
and why would you want to value the
brand in the first place? I cannot think of a
valuation method that would stack up and
be enduring, knowing the uncertainty we
face in the marketplace and the threat of
new entrants and the disruption of
business models.”

MARKET-BASED VALUATION
Larger organisations and better-known
brands may be able to put a value on
them using lifetime income generation or
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BRAND VALUATION

PROTECTING
BRAND AND VALUE

Familiar brands, from top left: CocaCola, UK vacuum manufacturer Dyson,
Vodafone, Twinings Tea and kitchen
accessory designers Joseph Joseph

amount spent on marketing. However, it is
a brave organisation that wants to
capitalise these costs onto the balance
sheet, especially with the advent of social
media and the commoditisation of
opinion that means a brand’s value can be
wiped out overnight, says Jones.
“Reliance on asset valuations of a brand
can only mean too much emphasis on
shareholder value and dubious accounting
concepts rather than a hard-nosed
approach to the true worth of the brand,
especially when there are charismatic
founders involved,” he says.

GETTY

RAISING FUNDS?
Interbrand London’s Rocha says a
company’s ‘original’ brand, which
accounting standards refer to as an
‘internally generated’ brand, is often
one of the most valuable assets owned by
the business. Some seek a valuation of
such brands when the business plans to
use it as security for a loan.
However, Rob Hill, non-executive
director and former FD of Metallisation,
says this is of limited value for small
businesses. “All successful businesses
acquire purchase intention and have
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products with USPs that could all be said
to contribute to brand value, but in the
world of the SME FD trying to raise
finance from banks and trade creditors,
they have enough trouble trying to
arrange leverage on tangible assets
without even thinking about intangibles,”
he suggests.
It would be a very brave FD who tried
to borrow against brand value, but FDs
recognise the importance of a marketing
and sales perspective on brand
recognition and put infrastructure in
place to support the strategic intent and
brand protection, says Jones. “If a FD
wants to leverage the brand and help the
business grow, placing a value on the
brand is better done by getting the
stakeholder (a bank or funds provider) in
front of the sales/marketing team and
understanding the message and how vital
the logo, mission statement and brand
awareness is in comparison to the actual
service/product delivery,” he says.
FDs may also want to ensure that there
are surveys or focus group feedback to
‘add value’ to the brand, Jones concludes.
“At SME level, the brand and the board are
much more in tune with each other.”

The International Trademark
Association suggests that “brands are
generally valued higher if the owner
has obtained appropriate legal
protection, such as registration”. So
what should SMEs be doing to protect
their brand equity?
James Morrish of PwC suggests that
small businesses often see brand
equity development as the
responsibility of the sales and
marketing function and that, as a
result, management typically don’t
monitor the value of their brand on an
ongoing basis but instead monitor
KPIs regarding brand performance
such as brand profitability or
awareness. He believes that striking a
balance between growing market
share and maintaining margin is key to
establishing and protecting brand
equity for small businesses.
Wally Olins, a pioneer in the field of
brand strategy, once suggested that no
financial formula can help significantly
in reducing the risk in creating and
sustaining brands. But, according to
Mike Rocha of Interbrand London, if a
business has already spent money on a
valuation it is worth making an
additional investment to obtain not
just the value of the brand but
recommendations for what to do with
it in the future. “Many businesses could
be getting more out of the valuation
process,” he says. “If you have just
acquired a valuable asset it makes
sense to take the opportunity to gain
more insight into how it can be
protected, managed and grown.”
As a franchisor at SME level,
branding is more about having a
certain standard of franchisee that
won’t bring the franchise into
disrepute, adds Len Jones of Practical
Car and Van Rental: “We are more
aware of brand protection than most
businesses. Our franchise agreement
has terms which incorporate standards
of behaviour and doing business in a
certain way with sanctions in place if a
franchisee misbehaves.” Stephen Pugh
of Adnams says small businesses need
an understanding of market changes
and how those changes affect a brand:
“Firms need to consistently deliver the
brand experience that customers
expect,” he concludes.
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BUILDING
BRIDGES

Several government studies suggest many SMEs
are engaged in innovation – but is this enough
to fill the so-called gap and guarantee the
future prosperity of UK business? David Adams
examines the evidence

t can sometimes be hard to see
what it is about a product or
service labelled innovative that is
anything more than just a new iteration of
an existing prospect. In fact, defining
innovation in the simplest terms as a “new
method, idea or product” is perhaps what
most people think of when the concept is
mentioned. But innovation is more than
just a question of semantics in business.
When seen as the disruption of established
routines and ways of thinking, or as
introducing people to new behaviours
and products through invention or by
leveraging social and technological
situations, true innovation is a component
vital to UK growth. This is especially true
as the future of traditional industries such
as steel and long-standing retailers hangs
in the balance.
The government’s innovation agency
Innovate UK aims to develop small
high-growth firms into mid-sized
businesses strong on export and
productivity – it claims to have helped add
£7.5bn and 35,000 jobs to the economy
since 2007. However, the Office of
National Statistics’s (ONS) latest Index of
Production for the UK in February noted
a 0.5% decline in output over the same
month in 2015. The fall is most marked
in manufacturing – productivity

I
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decreased in 10 out of 13 tracked
manufacturing sub-sectors.
Has the investment so far – from
government and businesses themselves –
been enough? If not, that’s very bad news
for those seeking to compete in the global,
increasingly digitised economy and for the
UK as a whole.
Ben Little, co-founder of innovation
consultancy Fearlessly Frank, draws a
distinction between innovative ideas that
create excitement and true innovation,
which his company defines as “the creation
of future earnings-enhancing revenue
through propositions and methods not
currently used”; and that requires “good
ideas, energy, enthusiasm and an injection
of capital”.
A major study commissioned by the UK
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills
(BIS) at the start of 2015 showed an increase
in innovation activity by UK businesses in
2013 and 2014 compared with the previous
two years. Over half (53%) of businesses had
been innovative, up from 45%, including
61% of large businesses and 53% of SMEs.
But only 25% of businesses had used some
form of technological innovation. Most
experts agree that for many businesses a
failure to adapt to fast-moving technological
changes that are transforming markets and
business models will leave businesses in a

deeply vulnerable position. There are many
examples that prove the point. The recent
collapse of BHS could be attributed to a lack
of online presence.
Another example is taxi services in cities
around the world currently being undercut
(in service terms, at least) by the online taxi
service Uber, which is currently disrupting
and reforming personal transport services
in dozens of cities. Little says that when he
takes a non-Uber taxi, wherever he is in
the world, he often asks the driver for their
opinion of Uber. Many condemn it, but
some recognise their industry needs to
adapt and change to compete with it.
This is exactly the divide we see
in every industry sector today, says
Little: “There are businesses that
think disruption [caused by new
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0.5%
decline in UK output
between February
2015 and 2016

53%

of businesses had been
innovative according to
a survey conducted at
the start of 2015

25%

of businesses had used
some form of technological
innovation according to a
survey conducted at the
beginning of 2015
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technology] is a disgrace; and there are
those who think they have to adapt or die.
But change is coming at such a pace that
unless businesses experiment they’ll get
into very deep water, very quickly.”

FOLLOW THE LEADER

GILLIAN BLEASE

Lee Hopley, chief economist at the
manufacturing trade body EEF, suggests
that manufacturers are doing reasonably
well at investing in innovation. An EEF
survey of 273 of its member companies
in 2015 showed that 94% had engaged
in innovation in 2015; and that half
were using innovation to expand into
new export markets. The percentage
of companies engaged in product
innovation had risen from 59% in 2014
to 64%. The EEF members and the
businesses surveyed by BIS in 2015 were
generally in agreement about the factors
that were the most significant barriers
to innovation. These included technical
issues, time to market and – a particularly
big problem for smaller companies and
start-ups – access to finance.
This is one area where governments can
help. But the most recent government/ONS
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figures show that UK Business Expenditure
on R&D in 2014 was 1.1% of GDP, compared
with an OECD average of 1.6%; and 2.02% in
Germany. The European Union’s Innovation
Union Scoreboard scale places the UK in a
group of countries it terms “innovation
followers”, which also includes the
Netherlands, France, Ireland, Belgium and
Austria – all of which lag well behind the
“innovation leaders” Denmark, Finland,
Germany and Sweden. The follower
countries are falling further behind the
leaders in terms of the proportion of GDP
being spent on innovation.
UK businesses of all kinds have benefited
from government-backed initiatives
designed to boost innovation, such as the
R&D Tax Credit scheme and the Enterprise
Investment Scheme and its counterpart for
seed funding. But Justin Arnesen, director
responsible for R&D tax and grants at the
consulting group Ayming, thinks more could
be done to improve understanding within
the business world of government-backed
innovation incentives. One problem his
company finds is that some businesses don’t
realise that what they do could be classed as
R&D. Another can be the way HMRC

handles applications for relief from
industries – such as construction – of which
it does not appear to have a huge amount of
knowledge.
“HMRC often pushes back with more
detailed questions and that can put
applicants off,” he says. “They’re trying to
improve their understanding of the sector,
but what can happen is that they end up
almost trying to disprove the R&D. But no
claimant is going to put forward something
they don’t believe is innovative. Government
should be looking for reasons to approve
R&D tax relief, not to disprove it.”

LIMITED RESOURCES
There is also a mixed view of Innovate UK.
It runs funding programmes focusing on
four key sectors: emerging and enabling
technologies; infrastructure systems; health
and life sciences; and manufacturing and
materials. It also runs an open, non-sectorspecific programme.
The trouble is that its resources are
shrinking. In the November 2015
Government Spending Review, Innovate UK
was brought into the Research UK umbrella
body and some grants were replaced with
loans. The overall level of financial support
was maintained, not increased, so will be
eroded by inflation. Arnesen feels the grants
system is not a good way to encourage
businesses to invest in innovation anyway,
as it “almost becomes a lottery” with a low
success rate for applicants.
The agency’s establishment of Catapult
Centres, a UK-wide network helping
businesses innovate through partnership,
including with universities and research
institutions, has attracted praise. Hopley
says that the network addresses directly
EEF members’ desire to establish links with
research partners, technical experts and
potential business partners. But she would
like to see more government support.
“Government needs to invest in the Catapult
Centres,” she says.
The UK government could also clearly be
performing better in terms of the support
it offers to SMEs – ONS figures showed that
in 2013 SMEs received just 3.6% of UK
business expenditure on R&D, despite
accounting for 99% of UK businesses. The
shortcomings identified by Arnesen are
surely a factor here – better communications
about available support would help.
However, the extent to which UK
businesses achieve innovation is not just
down to government policy. What appetite
exists among businesses to engage in
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innovation? Harry Norman, managing
director of OAL, a young company
developing innovative automation and other
technologies for the food industry, believes
the 2008 recession has increased risk
aversion in many companies. He suggests
that the productivity gap is, in part, the
result of businesses trying to fix problems by
increasing headcount, rather than investing
in new systems and automation.
OAL’s solutions include APRIL (automated
processing robotic ingredient loading), a
robotic chef: an automation solution for
food processing operations. “When we look
at the impact that should have, with waste
reduced and less use of materials and
manpower, the bottom line savings can be
5-10%,” says Norman. “You’d think people
would be hammering your door down to
invest in this equipment – and we are
making considerable headway – but
that risk aversion is stopping people
making progress. I do think that is peculiar
to the UK. Our launch customer for this
machine is almost certainly going to be in
mainland Europe and that is not what I
would have expected.”
Another way to encourage innovation is
to create an environment where sources of
investment are plentiful. The financial sector
has a key role to play here and there is
evidence that it is having some success in
doing so. This is in part through the work of
the Business Growth Fund (BGF),
established in 2011 with the specific purpose
of helping UK SMEs and backed by five
major banks (Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds, RBS
and Standard Chartered). Its venture capital
arm BGF Ventures seeks to support
companies that have passed through the
seed capital phase and need further funding
to grow. “We’re looking at companies that
are going to be the next disrupters,
innovators and challengers,” says Simon
Calver, BGF Ventures partner.

Companies can do
a lot to ‘make their
own luck’, to borrow
a phrase from sport,
by working proactively
to engender an
innovation-friendly
environment
FINANCE & MANAGEMENT JUNE 2016

VALUABLE INFORMATION
If SMEs aim to improve performance
by accurately interpreting and
responding to customer needs, then
getting hold of ‘big data’ – defined as
“high volume, high-velocity and high
variety information” by analysts
Gartner – must be a tantalising goal.
A recent ICAEW report, Data
analytics for external auditors, said
data analytics can give businesses the
capability to analyse revenue trends,
by product or region; make detailed
recalculations of depreciation on fixed
assets; analyse capital expenditure vs
repairs/maintenance and so on. Finance

KEY CHARACTERISTICS
But whatever their size and however long
they have been trading, how do companies
become more innovative? Calver thinks
there are a number of different approaches
worth considering. One is to follow at least
some of the principles adopted by Google
during its undeniably innovative history.
Those principles include the idea that,
supposedly, 20% of every employee’s time
is spent on activities unconnected to the
company’s core business activities. “I’m
not sure that will work in many other
companies,” Calver admits. “Most
companies’ people don’t have 20% spare
time to spend on innovation.”
An alternative model is to build teams
within the core of the business that focus on
innovation. This was the approach taken by
two companies where Calver was formerly
CEO: Mothercare and LoveFilm. “In each
case we gave a team the sponsorship and
the support to make waves,” he says.
Support from senior management,
financial resources and an innovationfriendly culture are not the only factors that
boost innovation, according to Stelios
Kavadias, the Margaret Thatcher Professor
of Enterprise Studies in Innovation and
Growth at Cambridge Judge Business School.
His research has identified six key
characteristics of which at least one is
always present within innovative companies.
They are: some element of personalisation
in service provision; a business model
that minimises waste and manages
resource costs effectively; use of shared
assets (think Airbnb properties); usagebased pricing; risk-resilience, collaborative
and well-managed supply chains; and

is looking for views on control gaps;
quantification of the value of control
failures; and the measurement of the
consistency of controls.
Identifying underlying patterns in
data in this way has already led to the
development of new products, such as
sensors in the chemicals industry. In the
US, Lux Research said lab data had been
combined with chemical databases and
academic literature to quicken the pace
of innovation in this space.
Data in R&D may be driving a return
to productivity, especially in fields such
as pharmaceuticals, where vast data sets
(such as the 100,000 Genomes project)
are being utilised to develop new drugs
for diseases such as cancer.

use of data analytics (see box) to interpret
and respond to customer need.
Technology, of course, is key – an
understanding of the way new
technology is affecting the sector or
sectors within which a company operates,
or the way it could affect them in the near
future – and the ability to exploit the
power of data to enhance products,
services and brands. “Often innovation
in R&D comes from insight through data
analytics,” says Calver.
Finally, it is important to remember
that even if luck is as important in business
as in many other areas of life, companies
can do a lot to ‘make their
own luck’, to borrow a phrase from sport,
by working proactively to engender an
innovation-friendly environment. “If
people think innovation is serendipitous
they end up thinking ‘if it’s going to
happen, it will happen’,” warns Kavadias.
“But if you look at Google, at companies
like 3M, at successful start-ups, those are
all companies that are very good at
controlled experimentation.
“No idea is very good from the get-go.
It has to morph in order to make it into
something successful. It needs support
in resources, you need to understand
what the customer would like and what
the business model will need to be for it
to work, and then a willingness to adapt
and change the offering. Some things
still won’t work. But the success rate is
going to go up.” That willingness to
change, to experiment and to be
prepared to fail will be the key
characteristics of businesses that become
the success stories of tomorrow.
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LONDON CITY AIRPORT

FLIGHT PLAN

London City Airport, at the heart of the capital’s
finance district, recently attracted a deal of epic
proportions. CFO Patrick Burrows tells
David Craik what is next for the transport hub

irst days are always nervous
occasions. We’ve all been there
– school, new jobs, meeting
prospective in-laws. But Patrick Burrows,
chief financial officer at London City Airport
(LCY), can add a new pulse-quickening
moment to the list – the first meeting with a
consortium of companies that have just
paid a reported £2bn to buy your business.
“The day the new owners came to see the
management team was certainly an
interesting day,” smiles Burrows, who has
led the airport’s finance department since
June 2011. “Beforehand you are thinking,
‘did they buy the strategic plan that we put
before them during the sale process or have
they arrived with their own plan?’ In short,
‘do they want us?’”
Burrows played a pivotal role in the
auction process, which began last year when
then majority owner Global Infrastructure
Partners decided it was time to sell its stake.
It took control in 2006, paying a reported
£760m. In February it was announced that a
consortium of Canadian pension funds and
the infrastructure-investing arm of the
Kuwait Investment Authority would be the
new owners and operators.
“Being involved in a transaction is the
most intensive thing you can do as a CEO
and CFO. You have to continue running
an airport while ensuring that the sale is
going to be a success for all parties,”
Burrows says. “In addition we were
preparing for a planning appeal inquiry
into our airport expansion aims. So it was
a very intense period for all.”

F

TELLING A GOOD STORY
He says his and CEO Declan Collier’s role
during the process was “effectively head
salesman” and it had a strong story to tell.
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The airport has grown from 2 million
passengers in 2005 to 4.3 million in 2015,
with an 18.3% increase in just the last year.
Since 2011 group revenues have climbed
from £79.4m to £102.9m at the end of 2014.
“You have to build a compelling story
about the growth prospects of the business
and be prepared for many questions from
prospective buyers, answering them all
professionally and with a straight bat,”
Burrows explains. “People interested in
buying airports don’t just want to know
about the short term, they are looking at
a 30- to 50-year investment horizon. They
want to know what your financial,
operational and infrastructure plans are,
the variables, and they expect you to have
the answers and the facts, figures and data
to back it up. It is no time for anecdotes.”
He admits it has been a challenging and
exhausting process. “It is an intellectual
exercise that challenges your beliefs in the
business. As CFO you create your business
plan based on facts and data and ensure
that you are entirely satisfied that your
growth objectives and financial calculations
make sense,” he states. “That’s important
because when the sale process begins you
are going to have hundreds of advisers
poring over the plans and looking for

“You have to build a
compelling story about
the growth prospects
of the business and
be prepared for many
questions from
prospective buyers”

cracks. As well as the planning I was also
the face, making managerial presentations
to buyers. It is tiring, but you feel so much
closer to and clearer about your strategic
plans at the end of it.”
So what happened on that first day with
the owners? Was it nerve-wracking?
Burrows laughs: “It was a pretty good day.
The consortium is responsible and they are
long-term investors with lots of experience
in the sector, being current owners of other
airports such as Belfast, Bristol and
Brussels. They recognise the fantastic
growth opportunities here and want us to
deliver our strategy. There is no radical
reset. It is very much business as usual.”
The aforementioned airport expansion is
key to those growth plans. But it is proving
to be far from a straightforward journey.
According to LCY it handled 70,000
scheduled aircraft and three million
passengers in 2011 and anticipates that by
2021 this will increase to more
than 100,000 aircraft and six million
passengers. It predicts that by 2025
we’ll be handling 6.5m passengers
and 100k movements per our public
planning papers.

INTELLIGENT IMPROVEMENTS
In order to accommodate this growth,
particularly around the morning and
evening passenger rush hours, the
airport wants to build new aircraft
parking stands for bigger aircraft to fly
to new destinations such as Russia. It
also wants to build an extension to the
aircraft taxiway near the runway and
extend its terminal building. The total
infrastructure cost will be about £300m.
It first made a planning application to
the London Borough of Newham three
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years ago. This was approved but later
rejected following an intervention by the
then London mayor Boris Johnson over
noise disturbance concerns. A planning
appeal was held in London in April, when a
final judgement was expected in the
autumn. But less than a fortnight after being
elected, London’s new mayor, Sadiq Kahn,
removed formal Mayoral objections to the
Compulsory Purchase Order required to
enable the expansion.
Burrows added: “It’s a cost to expand, but
more than half of our passengers are
travelling on business and time is money for
them. They want to use our airport and we
must have the infrastructure in place to
process them quickly. They are paying
money for speed and we want to deliver it.”
LCY is already making investment in
improving customer service. Last year it
chose CrowdVision (based across the
Thames in Greenwich) to replace its
Bluetooth passenger queue measurement
system with “live passenger movement”
techniques. The system is used to measure
and manage passenger queues and
bottlenecks throughout the airport.
It shows how long a passenger takes to
pass through the airport from check-in to
security, to duty free and to the aeroplanes.
LCY says it has been an improvement over
Bluetooth because it relied on passengers
having their mobiles switched on to allow
measurement of queue times and lengths.
Burrows explains that the airport has also
looked at new ways of cutting down queues
around security screening. “We found the
security [conveyor] belts kept stopping
while passengers struggled to get their belts
off or forgot to put their keys in the plastic
trays. After passing through the security
machine they were also taking a long time to
put themselves back together, as it were,” he
says. “It was creating a potential bottleneck
to our growth so we looked at the problem
and came up with the idea of lengthening
the security lanes, allowing passengers to
divest and rearrange themselves in parallel
rather than serial [with multiple queues and
divestment at an earlier stage, rather than
one long queue where passengers stand
still]. It has allowed us to double the number
of passengers passing through security every
hour to around 400. It is a great example of
how through analysis you can keep your
business growing and make processes
quicker. It has been a case of productivity
up rather than cost out. It has not saved us
lots of money, but as we sell speed to
customers it has been a stunning success. It
is one of the fastest check throughs in any
airport in the world.”
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London City Airport
(LCY) dealt with over
four million customers
last year and further
growth is predicted.
With overhauls to
its customer service,
LCY is fast becoming
a favourite with less
frequent flyers as well
as business travellers

Burrows says ensuring that the correct
infrastructure is in place and that
productivity of security and check-in
processes are improved are just part of
the ‘non-financial metrics’ he has added
to his skills base since arriving at LCY.
“As a finance team we are measuring
things such as passenger experience, the
speed of a passenger’s journey through an
airport, where they are coming from and
the departure times of planes much more
than in the past,” he states. “I think having
this planning focus in our team is an
important lesson for all CFOs. You have to
understand what the value drivers of your
business are and for us they are the
passengers. Often the biggest drivers aren’t
things with a pound sign in front of them. I
had an unexpected baptism in the world of
planning permission but it is logical that a
CFO gets involved in the process – growth is
part of my overall financial strategy.”

“You have to understand
the value drivers of your
business. Often the
biggest drivers aren’t
things with a pound
sign in front of them”

Indeed, Burrows sees it as a virtuous
circle. Invest in the customer, who as a
business traveller then pays a premium,
which boosts the bottom line of airlines
and LCY and therefore allows more money
for further investment.

BORROWING FROM RETAIL
Burrows believes his past experience as
group finance director at high-street fashion
retailer New Look and the holder of various
financial roles at supermarket giant Tesco
has helped him drive this strategy at LCY.
“Tesco and New Look are businesses
that school you in the concept that if
you give customers what they want they
will vote with their feet,” he states. “I
wanted to move on from retail because I
could only see pain ahead with consumer
confidence plunging, cost price inflation
rising and high-street landlords and their
upward-only rents. I had been to LCY as a
passenger many times and believed it had a
clear customer proposition and good
growth prospects because it is based east of
the capital, which is booming. I’ve always
felt that while financial skills are
transportable it takes time to build up
knowledge of a new sector, so I thank the
then owners for taking a punt on me.”
Burrows used another Tesco philosophy
to help him on his way. “I was taught that
intelligent people, when faced with
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LONDON CITY AIRPORT

4,300,000 passengers in 2015
52% business travellers compared with 30% at Heathrow
UK’s most punctual airport with on-time performance of 84%

accurate data and good insight, will make
good decisions,” he states. “People at LCY
talked about their customer proposition but
nobody had ever measured it. As I said
previously, as a CFO the value drivers of
your business are not generally financial
things; they are operations, people and
customers. Through work that our finance
team has done we know that our passenger
speed of transit through the airport is 20
minutes door to gate with check-in, and 15
minutes plane to train on arrival. No other
airport measures this and it is a prime
example of us following the customer.”

THE VALUE OF DATA
Burrows believes disseminating data such
as this throughout the organisation to
customers, airlines and regulators is vital.
“My message is ‘simple is good’,” he laughs.
“It is a complex business but you can
communicate the financial and operational
side of it in a simple way. You can get a
member of a finance team spending time
putting together the most complex
spreadsheets but although you respect that
skill, what your business and stakeholders
need is the answer, not how you got to that
answer. With data it is also about getting
behind it and analysing it. It is using a bit of
art and science either to find those eureka
moments that will change the organisation,
or more often to prove something you have
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always believed but never had the facts to
prove. That is as important as finding those
new nuggets of information.”
A qualified chartered accountant,
Burrows believes the modern CFO is so
much more than that – evidenced by his
huge focus on planning, operations and
customers. “Every CFO needs someone in
the team who can produce accurate
accounts and compliant reporting but
increasingly we need business people
in the finance department, not just
accountants,” he states. “It is about looking
at the whole business and seeing how to
make it bigger, more profitable and better.
It is about talking to stakeholders and
banks about growth.”
Through gritted teeth Burrows says he
has introduced business partnering at LCY
to facilitate this approach. “I hate that term
but I can’t think of a better one,” he laughs.
“Our finance team is embedded throughout
each business department ensuring they
understand the financial consequences of
their actions and whether they are hitting
their financial targets. In my first month
here I asked my team to explain the
aeronautical revenue budget but they said
they didn’t understand it. They said that
the head of commercial compiled it and
my team just reported against it. Now we
have a commercial financial director
ensuring that fundamental targets are hit.

It’s been quite a journey but it is about
embedding financial leadership throughout
the business.”
Being aware of and responding quickly to
regulatory changes in the sector – such as
new security guidelines or changes in
airport passenger duty – is also a vital part
of his and his team’s work. “Airports are
very heavily regulated and that is a good
thing as we all want to feel secure when we
travel,” he says. “Our compliance scores are
some of the highest in the airport sector
because we see it as a given and work hard
to understand and implement the rules and
regulations as efficiently as possible. If you
have a mindset where you are struggling
with or moaning about regulations then
you will always be stuck at first base. The
only worrying trend I see is the government
trying to instigate a user pay philosophy
where most of the cost of the regulations is
being paid by those being regulated. I
thought that is what you pay your taxes for!
I do feel that the transport sector especially
is being picked on in this way.”
Despite this, Burrows sees blue skies
ahead. “We are very lucky. We have a
unique location with huge demand,” he
says. “Dealing with growth and trying to
find ways of boosting productivity can feel
burdensome, but it is a quality problem to
have. LCY won’t be up for sale again for
some time. We have to keep delivering.”
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WOBBLY
WORLD
ECONOMY

1.0% in March to -0.2%% in April.
The worry is that core inflation might
decline further, or even veer into
deflation – something that could trigger
a negative economic spiral. In the event
of more pervasive deflation, consumers
could stop buying items in anticipation
of future price declines, leading to
economic contraction and, in turn, even
lower prices. This was not an issue for
most economies last year as the deflation
seen was largely modest and mainly
reflected falling prices for essential goods
and services – items where it is hard to
postpone your consumption to benefit
from future price falls. You cannot
significantly cut back on buying food in
anticipation of price declines in a few
months’ time, for example.
The concern is that regions such as
the eurozone may be moving more
towards “bad deflation” where the
prices of non-essentials start falling
back discernibly. Central bankers are
desperate to avoid this scenario.

In recent times economies have taken a
turn for the worse, with financial markets
spooked by the apparent weakness of
the global economy. Scott Corfe looks
at whether the future really is bleak
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Inflation fell sharply in 2015 across many
major economies, with some countries
seeing falling prices – deflation. This
largely reflected a decline in global
commodity prices, most notably oil, and
was arguably a good thing for the
economies of net commodity-importing
nations. The fall in the price of essentials
boosted household spending power and,
in turn, consumer spending.
The concern is that, in regions such as
the eurozone, low inflation is due to
underlying economic weakness rather than
just falling commodity prices. Low demand
for goods and services may be causing
companies to limit price rises or to cut
prices. The core consumer price inflation
rate for the eurozone, which strips out
energy and other volatile prices, fell from

NEGATIVE INTEREST RATES
In response to concerns over deflation
and stagnant economic performance,
central bankers are starting to utilise
unconventional measures, such as
negative interest rates – the current
economic hot topic du jour. At the
beginning of the year, the Bank of Japan
joined the club of central banks that
charge commercial banks for depositing
excess reserves – something that is
meant to encourage banks to lend,
consumers to spend and businesses to
invest. The European Central Bank is
also currently a member of the Negative

FIGURE 1: CPI INFLATION AROUND THE WORLD
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DEFLATION IS THE BIGGER RISK

Feb-11

K economic data has been
mixed. While there are some
strong points – on consumer
spending and services exports, for
example – there are also substantial
weaknesses. The UK’s goods trade deficit
stood at a record level in 2015 and
export-led growth is set to remain
elusive given the gloomy global
backdrop. Business confidence has also
fallen back, as ICAEW survey data
shows, which will curb investment
intentions. There are concerns about
growth becoming increasingly lopsided
and reliant on household spending,
which is being supported by the current
environment of very low inflation and
low interest rates.
While we shouldn’t be overly
gloomy – there are still growth
opportunities out there – a prolonged
period of lacklustre world economic
performance looks very likely. While
central banks have done a lot to
support growth in recent years,
through holding down interest rates
and engaging in quantitative easing
(QE), they are increasingly running
out of ideas for stimulating their
economies further. Recent forays
into unconventional policy, such as
negative interest rates, could actually
end up having an insignificant or even
negative impact on the economy.
Fiscal loosening – through government
spending and tax cuts – could be the
answer to weak economic growth,
though this would require politicians
across a range of nations to radically
change their rhetoric.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIES

With austerity
the ongoing order
of the day across
much of the
developed world,
governments aren’t
engaging in fiscal
stimulus in a way
that they probably
ought to

Interest Rate Policy (NIRP) club.
But will NIRP work? Unconventional
policy measures are a leap of faith and
hence difficult to judge without concrete
results. The evidence has been inconclusive
thus far when it comes to the NIRP’s record
in raising inflation expectations and
restoring market confidence.
The outcome of recent introductions
of negative rates is not encouraging.
Equity prices and inflation expectations
have declined sharply in the eurozone,
Switzerland, and Japan – markets are
interpreting these moves as an act of
desperation from policymakers,
therefore perpetuating worries about
the global economy.
There are multiple factors at work in
this area and NIRP is not the only one to
blame, as Danae Kynakopoulou of the
Centre for Economics & Business Research
notes: “Rising economic and geopolitical
uncertainties and continued oil price
weakness are certainly playing a role. One
could even say that NIRP hasn’t gone far
enough to change behaviour. Banks have
not yet passed the deposit charges they
face on to their customers and are
instead choosing to let their profitability
take the hit.”
This suggests that negative rates
probably need to be cut further if they
are to be effective. But that could be
argued to be a mistake. As we spent so
long after the recession trying to
discourage banks from making precarious
loans and investments, encouraging more
lending seems a troubling move. It would
probably attract exactly the risky
borrowers that would have otherwise
struggled to access funding.

Although it may be fashionable at the
moment, central banks may need to
resort back to the already-used tool of
QE to try to boost growth and inflation.
Alternatively, they may need to do some
more thinking and come up with other
unconventional policy measures.

START SPENDING MORE?

As well as this, Kynakopoulou argues:
“Encouraging households to take on
more debt would reinforce the existing
disproportionate dependence of
economic recoveries on consumers,
risking sustainability. Not to mention the
problems that lower returns on savings
would create in ageing societies.”
There are huge doubts over whether
NIRP will impact behaviour in a desirable
way that encourages spending and
investment. Households might instead
choose to save cash under the proverbial
‘free’ mattress to avoid storing it in ‘costly’
banks. Arguably the simplest way to prevent
this would be to abolish cash – but this is
not for central bankers to decide. The same
could be said for corporates, although the
storage cost for higher cash amounts could
quickly prove unmanageable.

FIGURE 2: EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK DEPOSIT RATE, %
SOURCE: MACROBOND
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Arguably the underlying cause of the
current global economic malaise is that
governments aren’t playing a big enough
role in boosting growth. With austerity
the ongoing order of the day across much
of the developed world, governments
aren’t engaging in fiscal stimulus in a way
that they probably ought to. Instead,
governments have pointed the finger at,
and placed the burden of responsibility
on, central banks to try to kick-start
growth. This is despite the fact that
conventional monetary policy has
reached its limits in many countries
(interest rates are close to zero) and the
impact of unconventional policy is highly
uncertain and possibly damaging.
If the world economic outlook
worsens, there is a strong case for
governments to spend more, particularly
in productivity-enhancing areas such as
infrastructure. Tax cuts could also be
explored as a means of bolstering growth.
Over the long term, governments
cannot run persistent deficits – the
creditworthiness of nations would come
into question, triggering rising bond
yields and sharp currency devaluations.
However in the short term, economic
growth ought to take precedence over
deficit reduction.
The key challenge to achieving this is
changing the rhetoric around austerity
and particularly defeating the argument
that it is inevitably virtuous. The reality
is that short-term austerity can lead to
higher deficits in the long term. If
deficit reduction comes at the expense
of economic growth and employment,
then this will reduce government tax
receipts and lead to worse fiscal
outcomes in the long term. Sometimes
you need to spend more now, in order
to save more in the future.
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FACING THE
CHANGES
Increased regulation and advances in
technology are creating more work for
non-executive directors. Six NEDs talk
about their varied roles

he life of a non-executive director (NED) is not what it was. Sir Bryan
Nicholson, former chairman of the Financial Reporting Council, thinks
it is no longer about “turning up for a quick hour and having a good
lunch”. Peter Swabey, policy and research director at the Institute of Chartered
Secretaries and Administrators is equally colourful, declaring that NEDs “used
to be backroom decoration” but are now much more involved in strategy.
PwC thinks increased boardroom regulation, such as the 2014 UK Corporate
Governance Code’s focus on risk management, has driven the change. “The
pressures of today’s business environment in conjunction with recent highprofile governance failures [means] expectations of NEDs are changing rapidly.
Their role is under more scrutiny than ever,” says the firm. According to PwC,
a NED’s role includes constructively challenging and contributing to the
development of a company’s strategy, monitoring the performance of
management and satisfying themselves of the accuracy and robustness of
financial information, controls and systems of risk management. Succession
planning and determining appropriate levels of remuneration for executive
directors are also on their to-do list.
Sir Roger Carr, chairman of The Sunday Times Non-Executive Director Awards,
says his list has grown. “The challenges facing boards now include the stones
and arrows of the cyberworld, capable of doing more damage to business by
stealth than ever was done by full frontal commercial assault,” he says. “In this
increasingly demanding environment the non-executive has become more
important – encouraging, cautioning, mentoring and developing executives.”
So how are the NEDs of SMEs responding to the challenge? What risks keep
them awake at night and how are they helping allay these fears?

T

HELEN KING

NED of vehicle leasing group
Autorama UK and recent winner
of NED of the Year for The Sunday
Times’ Unquoted & Private Equity
backed firms award

believe business strategy should
be on a NED’s risk register and I
have proven experience in
developing growth at Autorama. I recently
drove the company, best known for
commercial vehicle leasing, into the
passenger car leasing market. Despite the
managerial team believing the best way
was via acquisition, the benefits of organic
growth are very important.
I see talent management and
recruitment as a key board issue and I play
the lead role in the group’s recruitment
strategy. It’s tough finding the right skills to
enhance our business, especially in
London with low unemployment levels.
We need to recruit from other occupations
and that can be tricky. We have developed
techniques such as personality profiles and
skill analysis for each role.
Another key risk area for our business is
data security. Non-executives should
challenge their management teams to
ensure that systems are as robust as they
can be. Our reputation is key; we spend a
lot of time and money on our brand, and
we can’t let anything damage it, such as a
security breach.

I

“Non-executives should
challenge management
teams to ensure that
systems are as robust
as they can be”
26
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

believe that NEDs should be
broadening their roles, not just
helping a management team
develop a business plan but making sure
it lands properly. They should be getting
their hands dirty in every part of the
business.
With strategy one of the key risks is
knowing your financial status and
whether it is robust enough to cope with
any bumps in the road you might be
heading towards. How strong is your
balance sheet and cash flow? You must
also assess the risk of when the next
downturn is coming. You can’t predict
exactly, but as NED you should keep your
eyes and ears open and talk to customers
and others in your network.
The growth of social media and
anonymous posting is a risk to branding
and reputation. Brand is also important

I

when looking to sell a business.
Increasingly prospective buyers doing
due diligence will not look at the
customers you are presently doing
business with but those you used to work
for. They want to find out why they are
not working with you anymore. That
means dealing with all customers in the
right way is important. One of my key
focuses is communicating to managers
and staff not to say the wrong things on
social networks or make silly spelling
mistakes and to remain professional with
every bit of information coming out.
The battle for the best talent in the
recruitment sector is huge because
every firm is looking to grow. That
means that it becomes expensive to
hire in talent. One de-risking solution
here is to develop your own internal
training academies.

NED of Port of Milford Haven

anaging stakeholder relations is
becoming increasingly complex
and diverse. The internet and
social media have given stakeholders
instant access to vast amounts of detailed
information and therefore they are
generally more engaged and are holding
firms accountable for their performance.
As such, natural conflicts can arise. As a
trust port, Milford Haven is obliged to
establish an advisory committee and
hold an annual consultation meeting for
its stakeholders. My role as an NED is

ezatec is an early-stage
business. Indeed, we’ve just
raised £1m from angel investors
to expand the sales of our satellite-based
data analytics. So the precarious nature
of being a relative start-up consumes
everything. The question is: “Do we
have a business to worry about?” We
need to make sure that we can make
payroll next month and that customers
will buy our product.
At a firm with only 15 employees you
feel like you are part of the management
team but you are not sitting in the office
every day talking to customers with
first-hand information on how the
business is being run. The tactical
decisions in how to position the product
and which direction the business should

go in is entirely up to management.
I feel a little frustrated at times because
my chance to roll my sleeves up and
influence strategy, such as suggesting
different ways to make sale pitches, is
quite small. I may disagree with the
chief executive but I can’t change how
he runs the business strategy. You have
to trust the management.
One key area we look at is sales
forecasts and cash flow, and then work
out budgets and whether we need to
raise cash. We look at governance
process, remuneration and structuring
share options for staff. On the talent
side I have questioned whether it would
be better to bring in junior staff and
train them up rather than recruit senior
people to save costs.

M

SUE DAVENPORT

GETTY, DAN MURRELL
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ALEX ARNOT

NED of 18 recruitment
consultancies including
KEA Consultants

twofold at these events – to ensure that
the views of stakeholders are presented
and considered by the executive board,
and to provide a wider point of board
accessibility for stakeholders.
Safety is a key priority area for the port.
Ensuring that a safety culture is embedded
throughout the organisation is a
continuous focus. Safety reports are a key
component of the board pack, this is an
opportunity for me as an NED to challenge,
advise on new or potential legislation and
share best practice on this critical risk area.

GUY TURNER

NED of environmental
analyst firm Rezatec
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NED S

NED has to bring skills and
experience to areas of the
business such as new market
opportunities and customer relations. As a
NED you can play a considerable role in
business strategy. You can help your
management team achieve their vision by
developing a business plan they are able to
deliver upon. I’ve been there, I’ve made
mistakes, but also achieved successes.
In terms of risks I think that in the SME
world the scale of worry depends on how
much cash you have. It is all about finding
the money to survive or generating cash to
grow. But it is hard in this country to raise
cash to help you develop a small business
into a national or international operation.
Banks are not particularly helpful and
venture capitalists are not as willing to take
a risk as they are in the US. There is a real
shortage of financial support in the UK.
As part of that, a big challenge is ensuring
that you have the right people in your
business and that you motivate, support
and develop them. When you are in an SME

A

LAWRENCE
GOULD

NED of research group
YouthSight and part of the
Scale Up partnership
focused on helping SMEs
develop and grow

he degree of rigour and inspection
has gone up, but at what cost?
Because of the increase in the
compliance and regulatory side of the role I
have less time to spend in adding value to
and understanding the business.
I would defy you to pick any chief
executive of any public company who
understands the totality of their statutory
accounts such as the value of intangible
assets. The regulatory framework that NEDs
now have to operate in is so burdensome
that nobody understands it anymore. Even
me, and I’m a chartered accountant! We’ve
got IFRS 3 and IFRS 10 and all these

T

every person counts and the worry of taking
someone on who doesn’t fit keeps you
awake at night. You have to let them go and
see the money you have spent on training
go to waste. I can help the executive team
manage their staff better and motivate
them. In fact, I’ve taken managers out to
lunch when things have got difficult in the
team. I’m like a marriage guidance
counsellor at times!
Another item on our radar is cybercrime
such as email hacking. It is a major issue
now and you need to tell your customers
and suppliers not to pay money into
anything but your designated bank account.
If it happens, your customers will struggle
to be repaid and will never use you again.

complex things that only professional
auditors understand. But we have to be in
the audit committee and scrutinise it and
ensure it is done properly. We are
over-regulating people with processes and
procedures. We have lost the plot.

“The regulatory
framework that NEDs
now have to operate in
is so burdensome that
nobody understands it”

CONCLUSION:
WHY NEDS PLAY A VITAL
ROLE IN THE UK ECONOMY
There is obvious scope for NEDs to get
more involved in business strategy than
they have done previously but there are
still clear dividing lines in some
businesses where NEDS are not allowed
to interfere.
Risks include strategy, cyber security,
talent management and recruitment.
Business reputation in the age of social
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“In the SME world
the scale of worry
depends on how
much cash you have”

NIGEL PAYNE

NED of listed SMEs
including Stride Gaming

media looms large. The creeping
powers of compliance and regulation
are other hurdles to overcome, as are
basic financial risks of cash flow and
money raising – especially for those
early-stage SMEs.
What is clear though is the value
that NEDs bring to an SME. Their skills,
experience, wisdom and passion for
new and smaller businesses to succeed
shines through. They play a vital role in
the overall growth of UK Plcs.
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LIGHTENING THE
FINANCE LOAD

Workday vice-president of strategy Mark Nittler says that with
the right technology the finance function can be transformed
into an indispensible strategic business partner

What tasks take up the most time in
finance?
The finance function spends time on
three main responsibilities: transaction
processing, internal control and being a
good partner to the rest of the business. On
average, transaction processing takes up
more than 50% of finance resources, and is
therefore a major barrier preventing
finance functions from achieving the goal
of better business partnership. When we
think about reaching the goal of financial
transformation, that involves reducing the
overall cost of finance while shifting
resources from lower value transaction
processing and control efforts to more
strategic partnership activities.

What could a business be doing with all
that extra time saved?
The overall goal should be to focus on
strategic partnership activities, such as
using data to support better business
decision-making. Business partnership
consists of three main capabilities.
Providing impactful business analytics;
adaptability to business change; and
providing clear plans and forecasts. If you
have your transactional activities under
better control, finance can focus the time
saved on these strategic areas, and align
with the overall business strategy.

Why does transaction processing still
take so long? How can it be improved?
At a basic level, technology is one of the
major factors. Transaction processing in
legacy financial systems captures data from
business activity to support accounting and

financial reporting. Today, however, finance
is being asked for much more. Traditional
systems were not designed to capture the
context of data necessary to support the
analytical needs of decision support. So, no
matter how good the reporting tools may
be, if the data is not there, reporting will be
either a set of great-looking reports that
can’t really do the job or a very expensive
IT project doomed, in time, to change
driven obsolescence.

What sort of contextual data are
businesses now asking for?
Transactions in legacy systems were
designed to capture the very basic
information necessary to do accounting
and financial reporting. However,
business today requires a lot more
accounting context, such as customers,
suppliers, things you buy and sell,
organisations, regions, channels and
projects. These valuable dimensions of
business data that are rich in context are
left “on the cutting room floor” in legacy
systems. And it is this context which
feeds into finance’s ability to feed into and
influence business decision-making.

Who benefits from increased use of
sophisticated technology?
On a broad level, the entire business
benefits from financial transformation,
because ultimately everyone inside the
organisation is now a potential
stakeholder. Finance must be able to
deliver insights about any function, at
any time, rather than the limited data it
previously produced for a smaller number
of stakeholders. Financial transformation
also makes the entire finance function
operate quicker and more efficiently,
ie, by closing the books faster, running
real-time consolidations and reducing the
number of manual transactions.
Read more about finance transformation
at workday.com/uk

TECH SOLUTIONS: WHAT’S
AVAILABLE TODAY?
Organisations need to
embrace financial
transformation – that means
rethinking technology
and functionality.
Software-as-a-service
(SaaS) or cloud delivery
significantly reduces
software operating cost. Via
the cloud, Workday updates
1,200 customers in under
five hours. Our experience
suggests cloud can deliver a
74% decrease in finance IT
costs over on-premise ERP.
Additionally, cloud enables
re-allocating as much as
40% of technical resources
to revenue-impacting
projects.
Workday’s concept of
accounting, governance,
reporting and planning as a
single system contributes
to efficiency improvement
and cost reduction. Some
examples from customers:
60% increase on control
automation
85% lower integration
costs
Time to close reduced by
25%
50-80% reduction in
audit time
A functional design
overhaul contributes
additional cost savings:
Real-time consolidations
in under three minutes
Account code
simplification reduced
input errors over 90%
75% reduction in
expense processing
costs
50% reduction in
manually keyed invoices

Discover a

new source

of funding for your clients

Get a new perspective on borrowing
with Asset Based Lending.
Asset Based Lending from ABN AMRO Commercial
Finance enables your clients to fund growth by
borrowing against their assets and invoices. It helps
their businesses grow and helps you create stronger
relationships with them in the process. Contact our
team of experts on 0808 252 2941 to ﬁnd out more.
abnamrocomﬁn.com/gbr/en/abl

UPDATES

Heading
Technical

updates

Our regular roundup of legal
and regulatory change

EMPLOYMENT
LAW
This section is summarised from
the bulletins of various law ﬁrms
and associations. None of the
information in this update should
be treated as legal advice.
JOB SATISFACTION HITS
TWO-YEAR LOW
The latest Employee Outlook survey
has discovered workers are dissatisfied
and looking for new jobs – despite
many people saying they have
influence over their own work and are
free to use their initiative.
The Chartered Institute of Personnel
Development (CIPD) and Halogen
survey found net job satisfaction was
down substantially compared with
their index in autumn 2015 – from
+48 to +40. The decrease has been
noted across all sectors, with most
dissatisfaction setting in in the
private sector.
Interestingly, while the ability to
influence their job sat at +26 and using
initiative sat at +47, when asked if
they’d turn down a new job with better
pay outside their current company, the
results were negative (–16).
Employees rated senior
management’s ability to consult
with workers at –27, although
satisfaction with line managers was
up from +44 to +47.
Nearly a fifth of respondents found
performance management processes
somewhat or very unfair, with 36%
dissatisfied with their pay. Almost a
third said they come home from work
exhausted “often” or “always”.
A weighted sample of 2,029 UK
employees responded to the biannual
survey conducted by You Gov. See the
full report at tinyurl.com/CIPD-Outlook
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NEW STATE PENSION MAY
‘LEAVE THOSE IN 20s AND 30s
WORSE OFF’
Calculations carried out by the
Pensions Policy Institute (PPI) suggest
in the region of 11 million people
currently in their 20s and 30s will be
worse off during retirement due to
recent pensions reform.
Those retiring after 6 April this year
will receive a new flat-rate state
pension. The previous tiered system
– which included a second pension,
known as Serps – paid out more to
those who built up additional savings
over their working life.
PPI said that the change would
mean 75% of people in their 20s
would lose an average £19,000 during
retirement, while 66% of those in
their 30s would lose an average of
£17,000. The remaining people in
those age groups stand to increase
their state pension.
Older workers who have already
contributed to the second state
pension will not be affected, as their
payments are protected.
For more information on the single
tier pension arrangements see
tinyurl.com/GOV-StatePen

RESTRICTIVE COVENANT IN A
19-YEAR-OLD CONTRACT
Was a restrictive covenant (a
six-month post-termination
restriction) in an employment
contract written in 1997 enforceable?
The High Court held that it was not.
The case of Bartholomews Agri
Food v Thornton concerned a worker
who resigned from his employment
on 21 December 2015, intending to
start a new job after his notice period
expired on 21 March 2016. The
former employer applied for a
court injunction to “enforce the
terms of the restrictive covenant”,
the CIPD reported.
The court, which had to decide if
the former employer had a “legitimate
business interest to protect” and if the
covenant to protect this had been “no
wider than necessary”, held that the
covenant was not enforceable.
It was found the employee’s contact
with customers contributed to just
over 1% of the previous employer’s
turnover. And the contract was found
to have been “manifestly inappropriate
for such a junior employee” when he
was hired as a trainee agronomist,
meaning it had been unenforceable at
the time of signing.
See tinyurl.com/CIPD-RestCov
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TAX
News and updates from the
Tax Faculty weekly newswire.
Subscribe free: visit ion.icaew.com/
taxfaculty and click the sign-up link
on the right.

SHARE SCHEME REPORTING:
THE 6 JULY DEADLINE IS
APPROACHING
Annual returns for employmentrelated shares schemes for tax
year 2015/16 must be submitted by
6 July 2016. All returns must be
submitted online.

What has to be reported?
Annual returns must be filed
for the following tax advantaged
share schemes:
Company Share Option Plan;
Enterprise Management Incentives;
Save As You Earn;
Share Incentive Plan; and
Other Employment-Related
Securities.
If there have been any reportable
events in the year then you must
also submit an attachment with
your return.
Depending on the scheme operated,
the company will need to disclose a
number of items including:
the date any options were granted;
the number of shares granted;
the unrestricted market value;
the option exercise price;
details of options released or
cancelled; and
details of options exercised.
You do not need to register non-tax
advantaged schemes or arrangements
until there is a reportable event.
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How do I report?
Template returns plus technical
guidance and notes are available on
the HMRC website – see the page
Employment related securities:
return templates, technical notes,
forms and templates for previous
years at tinyurl.com/TX-Returns
Returns must be accompanied by
the appropriate spreadsheet, which
must be in “open document” format
as per the template.
All reporting must be done online
– paper forms were withdrawn a few
years ago.

DOUBLE TAXATION TREATY
PASSPORT SCHEME: LATEST
LIST OF RECOGNISED
PASSPORT HOLDERS
HMRC regularly updates its list of
overseas corporate lenders who are
recognised passport holders for the
Double Taxation Treaty Passport
(DTTP) Scheme.
The latest list was published on
4 May 2016. HMRC says that 84
new cases have been added and
73 deleted.
The DTTP Scheme provides for
double taxation relief on UK loan
interest payments made by a UK
corporate borrower to overseas
corporate lenders. Eligible overseas
lenders can apply for passport
holder status. UK companies can use
the scheme to claim tax relief where
the conditions are met. The

published list enables claimants to
check if the entity they are paying is
a passport holder.
To register to the DTTP scheme
tinyurl.com/GOV-DTTP

CASH, TAX EVASION AND THE
HIDDEN ECONOMY
The responses from the government’s
call for evidence on the role of cash
within the economy have been
published as Call for evidence: cash,
tax evasion and the hidden economy.
In November 2015 the government
requested evidence from interested
stakeholders to address specific
questions about the links between
cash transactions and non-tax
compliance. The government sought
to understand what implications the
trend away from cash has for tax
compliance, and in particular
evasion and the hidden economy.
The report highlights that the use
of cash is slowly in decline and this
ought to lead to a decrease in non-tax
compliance, those who are intent on
evading tax will still find the means
to do so. Payments UK estimates that
about 34% of payments will still be
made in cash by 2024. Importantly,
respondents argued that vulnerable
individuals (such as the elderly) still
rely on cash for making payments
and should not be unnecessarily
scrutinised for doing so.
As tax evaders become smarter
and look for alternative methods of
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FINANCIAL
REPORTING
You can ﬁnd out more on the latest
from the Financial Reporting
Faculty, including UK GAAP and
IFRS standards and consultations
at icaew.com/frf
concealing the proceeds of crime,
the respondents of this call for
evidence encourage HMRC to keep
up to date with the changing
payment landscape.
See tinyurl.com/GOV-Call

TAX FOLLOWING
CONSEQUENCES OF LOANS
FROM DIRECTORS UNDER FRS
102 AND FRS 105
It is not uncommon for a director
to make a loan to their company,
particularly where it is a family
company. This could be a formal
or an informal loan, perhaps to
enable the company to pay its rent
or to purchase a new asset. In all
cases, both the accounting and
tax treatment of the loan and also
any interest charge, will need to
be considered.
With the introduction of FRS 102
The Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of
Ireland and FRS 105 The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable to the
Micro-entities Regime the accounting,
and therefore the tax, rules for loans
from directors have changed.
The Tax Faculty has published
TAXguide 3/16 to explain the tax
implications of a director making a
loan to their company.
The Tax Faculty also discussed the
tax consequences in its TAXtalk
session on 11 May. The recording can
be viewed at icaew.com/taxtalk
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PAYE RTI PENALTIES
HMRC has updated its guidance on
late/non filing PAYE penalties,
specified charges, inaccurate reports
and how to avoid penalties.
The guidance includes helpful tips
and pointers on when penalties are
charged; how much you pay;
estimating what you owe; and if you
get a penalty and inaccurate reports.
The revised guidance confirms that
the three-day late filing penalty
easement will continue until 5 April
2017. This provides that employers
who file their full payment
submission within three days of the
stated payday will not be charged a
late filing penalty.
The guidance to when penalties
are charged reminds employers that
penalties may be due when the Full
Payment Submission (FPS) is late
(subject to the three day easement
referred to above), or a different
number of FPSs than expected are
submitted for a tax month, or where
no employer payment summary is
submitted when no employees were
paid in a tax month.
HMRC’s guidance on estimating
what you owe reminds employers
that late or non-submission of an FPS
or a nil payment employer payment
summary, may result in HMRC raising
a ‘specified charge’. This is an
estimate of how much PAYE HMRC
thinks the employer should pay.
See tinyurl.com/GOV-RTI

UK CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE CODE
The FRC has issued final draft
updates to the UK Corporate
Governance Code (the Code) and the
associated Guidance on Audit
Committees to reflect forthcoming
UK legislation on audit committees
and auditor appointments. The
FRC has committed to avoiding
further updates to the Code until at
least 2019.
The final drafts have now been
issued to enable companies and their
auditors to familiarise themselves with
the new requirements in good time.
View the FRC press release at
tinyurl.com/FRC-Code

NEW UK GAAP UPDATES
The Financial Reporting Faculty has
published a number of new UK GAAP
updates to help members apply the
new UK GAAP regime. We have
recently updated two FAQ documents,
Introducing the new financial reporting
standard and Introducing the reduced
disclosure framework.
To view the full range of updates
visit tinyurl.com/FRF-UKGAAP
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On a lighter note
DEGREE DANGERS

8

REUTERS

£

PLANE, TRAIN & AUTOMOBILES

THE PRICE OF
DIGITALLY ADDING
MORTARBOARDS
TO GRADUATION
CELEBRATION
PHOTOS

David McGowan has found a novel use for a decommissioned
Boeing 767 being sold for scrap – turning it into short-term tourist
accommodation along with buses, taxis and a train on his
campsite in County Sligo. It took six hours to load the 159ft
wingless aircraft onto a barge at Ireland’s Shannon Airport, in
County Clare. Deirdre Whitney, the airport’s property manager,
commented: “I certainly never thought I would see the day when
an aircraft would be put on a barge and set sail on the estuary.”

HIT AND STICK

ALL HAIL THE SUPERCAB
Wolverhampton City Council claims it is the first UK city to allocate
a taxi licence to a supercar. Specialweddingcars.com applied for a
private hire cab licence for the Lamborghini Huracan. The minimum
charge? A mere £349 for 90 minutes, according to the ibtimes.

PROPER PROPERTY NAMES
China’s civil affairs minister
Li Liguo is banning the use of
foreign names for property
developments, according to
Xinhua, China’s state-owned
newspaper. International
names for new housing, such as
Manhattan Plaza and Thames
Town, have been used by

developers looking to attract
status-conscious buyers. The
government, however, has
decided that this is “at odds
with socialist core values” and
that names of bridges, roads
and residential compounds will
be inspired by China’s own
history and culture in future.

The University of East Anglia (UEA)
has banned graduates from throwing
their mortarboards into the air at the
ceremony, after one graduate needed
A&E treatment due to being struck by
one. It was considered that throwing
mortarboards represents an
“unacceptable risk”. Photographers
have told students that mortarboards
can be digitally added to their pictures
for just £8. Louisa Baldwin, UEA’s Law
Society president commented: “If I’ve
paid £45 to hire a bit of cloth and card
for the day, I should be able to chuck
my hat in the air.”

349p/h

£

THE MINIMUM
CHARGE FOR RIDE
IN A LAMBORGHINI
HURACAN TAXI IN
WOLVERHAMPTON

Google has been awarded a patent for
a special adhesive to cover the front of
its self-driving cars. The idea is to
prevent pedestrians from further
injuries that might occur after being
struck by one of the vehicles. The
patent refers to the technology as a
“system for protecting a colliding
object from secondary impact”. The
front region of the vehicle would be
coated with a special adhesive that
effectively sticks to any object that the
car might strike, including people,
holding on to them and preventing
them from falling onto the road. A
spokesman for Google’s Self-Driving
Car Project wrote: “prospective
product announcements should not
necessarily be inferred from our
patents.” Google hasn’t provided any
explanation of how pedestrians,
animals or other vehicles might detach
themselves from the front of their cars.

SAVINGS SHOCKER
Intelligent Environments (IE),
has launched a bracelet that
gives its wearer an electric
shock when they go overdrawn.
The Pavlok wristband is linked
to the user’s bank account and
delivers what the manufacturers
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say is a slightly uncomfortable
225-volt shock. IE’s Managing
director David Webber said:
“My daughter and other people
we’ve spoken to who are under
25 think it’s brilliant.” What
over-25s think is unclear…

225Volts
ELECTRIC SHOCK
FROM ‘THE PAVLOK’
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HELPING YOU SUCCEED
SUPPORTING YOUR WELLBEING
GIVING YOU BACK CONTROL
CABA provides lifelong support to past and present ICAEW members, ACA students
and their families - whether they’re training, in practice or business, have left the
profession or retired. CABA services are free, impartial and strictly conﬁdential.














Career coaching
Personal & professional development courses
Business start-up support
Emotional support
Telephone life coaching
Health & carer support
Befriending services
Wellbeing zone
Legal advice
Debt advice
Beneﬁts advice
Financial assistance

Call CABA +44 (0) 1788 556 366
CABA 24 hour helpline 0800 107 6163 (UK only)
Talk to us 24 hours a day caba.org.uk/letstalk
Email enquiries@caba.org.uk
All calls are conﬁdential
caba.org.uk

A BUSINESS SENSE
OF ADVENTURE.

JEEP CHEROKEE
®

CO2

MPG

BIK

139g/km

UP TO

53.3

FROM

FROM

27%

To book a test drive call our Business Centre free on 0808 168 6680
or email us at jeep-ﬂeet@fcagroup.com

MODEL SHOWN IS CHEROKEE 2.2 LONGITUDE 140 2WD FEATURING OPTIONAL BILLET SILVER PAINT. OFFICIAL FUEL CONSUMPTION FIGURES FOR THE JEEP® CHEROKEE RANGE IN MPG (L/100KM):
EXTRA URBAN 36.7 (4.9) – 61.4 (4.6), URBAN 22.2 (12.7) – 44.1 (6.4), COMBINED 29.4 (9.6) – 53.3 (5.3), CO2 EMISSIONS: 223 TO 139 G/KM. Fuel consumption and CO2 ﬁgures based on standard EU tests for
comparative purposes and may not reﬂ ect real driving results. Jeep ® is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.

